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Abstract: The identification of rockfall source areas is a fundamental work for rockfall disaster
prevention and mitigation. Based on the Culmann model, a pair of important indicators to estimate
the state of slope stability is the relief and slope angles. Considering the limit of field survey and the
increasing requirements for identification over a large area, a new approach using the relief–slope
angle relationship to identify rockfall source areas controlled by rock mass strength at a regional
scale is proposed in this paper. Using data from helicopter-based remote sensing imagery, a digital
elevation model of 10 m resolution, and field work, historical rockfalls in the Wolong study area of
Tibet where frequent rockfalls occur are identified. A clear inverse relationship between the relief
and slope angles of historical rockfalls enables us to calculate the rock mass strength of the landscape
scale by the Culmann model and the relief–slope angle relationship curve. Other parameters used in
our proposed approach are calculated by ArcGIS and statistic tools. By applying our approach, the
potential rockfall source areas in the study are identified and further zoned into three susceptibility
classes that could be used as a reference for a regional rockfall susceptibility study. Using the space
partition of historical rockfall inventory, our prediction result is validated. Most of the rockfall source
areas (i.e., 71.92%) identified in the validation area are occupied by historical rockfalls, which proves
the good prediction of our approach. The dominant uncertainty in this paper is derived from the
process of calculating rock mass strength, defining the specific area for searching potential rockfall
source areas, and the resolution of the digital elevation model.

Keywords: rockfall source areas; identification; relief; slope angle; rock mass strength; rockfall sus-
ceptibility

1. Introduction

The identification of potential rockfall source areas is the first step in assessing rock-
fall susceptibility, hazard, risk, and determining rockfall disaster prevention and mitiga-
tion [1–7]. However, it is very difficult work to carry out in mountain areas, especially the
steep and high-relief slopes, which are not accessible on site. Field investigation provides
the most effective method to survey the distribution of potential rockfall source areas at a
specific site [8]. Through field investigation, the engineering geology conditions control-
ling rockfall distribution, including the rock mass strength, orientation of structures, joint
density, slope angle, relief, and the activity of tectonic faults, could be carefully studied on
site [7,9,10]. Recent technologies, including unmanned aerial vehicles, terrestrial laser scan-
ning, monitoring systems, photogrammetry, and point cloud analysis software tools (e.g.,
AgiSoft, Photoscan, and Coltop) [11–14], help researchers to acquire detailed information
of the above conditions.

For the identification of potential rockfall source areas at a regional scale, the tradi-
tional field investigation is not as effective as that at a specific site because of its limited
investigation scope and because it consumes much time and human resources. Hence,
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some researchers have developed regional rockfall susceptibility models based on ArcGIS
to estimate the spatial distribution of rockfall using the causal factors of rockfall including
lithology, terrain, elevation, faults, rainfall, and earthquakes [15–17]. Based on the results
of rockfall susceptibility assessments, the whole area could be zoned into different areas
with different susceptible degrees, which provides useful guidance for regional land use
and rockfall disaster prevention plans. Alternatively, some researchers have identified
rockfall sources at a regional scale by remote sensing interpretation technologies using
multi-temporal aerial photos, helicopter-based remote sensing imagery, and high-resolution
digital elevation model (DEM) [5,6,18]. Subsequently, regional locations of rockfall source
areas could be identified for further rockfall kinematic modeling and predicting regional
rockfall hazards [19].

Rock mass strength is thought to be the basic controlling factor of slope stability [20,21].
A rock slope with a low rock mass strength fractured by different types of fractures is
prone to rockfall [7,22]. Based on Culmann’s two-dimensional slope stability model [23],
a hillslope is susceptible to rockfall if its relief, slope angle, or both are larger than the
threshold values [24–27]. This means that the relief and slope angles are a pair of important
indicators that could be used to identify rockfall source areas on the slopes whose stability
is dominantly controlled by the rock mass strength. Until now, previous studies rarely
focused on the approaches combining the relief and slope angles to identify rockfall source
areas controlled by the rock mass strength at a regional scale [5,28]. Focusing on this issue,
comprehensive technologies, including helicopter-based remote sensing imagery, a DEM
with 10 m resolution, images from Google Earth, and field work, were adopted in this
study. Lastly, a new approach, the procedures, and the application criteria for identifying
rockfall source areas at a regional scale are proposed and were applied in the study area.

2. Materials and Methods

The Wolong (WL) area of Tibet where ideal geological conditions exist to investigate
the characteristics of rock mass outcrops and the distribution of rockfall source areas was
selected for this study (Figure 1). To identify potential rockfall source areas at a regional
scale, a new approach combining the relief and slope angles based on the rock mass strength
is proposed.

2.1. Study Area

The lithology of the area is mainly diorite and granite with a small component of
gneiss [29,30]. Because of the steep terrain and the widely distributed tectonic structures,
the main type of slope failure in the WL area is rockfall. Based on the rockfall scars left on
the steep slopes and the rockfall deposits distributed widely, rockfalls in the study area
occur frequently, and the dominant kinematic failure modes are toppling and planer sliding
(Figure 2).

In this study, based on a power grid project, the helicopter-based remote sensing
imagery obtained in 2017 and the 10 m resolution DEM over the study area were acquired
with the help of the research group State Grid Corporation of China. Using the data of the
complete study area, images of Google Earth, and field work, a rockfall inventory including
235 rockfall scars on bedrocks and 109 rockfall deposits was prepared (Figure 1). The
rockfall scars were identified based on the fresh bedrock color left on the scars (Figure 2).
Because many of the rockfall deposits were removed by the Yarlung Tsangpo River, and
some of the rockfalls are adjacent, it was not possible to track each rockfall’s deposits.
Rockfall deposits at the foot of the slopes were identified based on the shape of the deposit
(e.g., pyramid) and the identifiable rockfall blocks (e.g., meters) left on the deposits.

2.2. Framework of Identifying Potential Rockfall Source Areas

By using ArcGIS and statistic tools, our new approach proposed in this paper includes
the framework as follows:
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(1) Calculate the rock mass strength parameters (c1, ϕ1) of the bedrock slope at the
landscape scale and build the relief–slope (R–S) angle relationship curve in the study area
(Figure 3a).

(2) Measure the present relief (H) and slope angle (β) of each specific area (A) (Figure 3b)
with the potential rockfall over the slope areas.

(3) Calculate the limit relief (Hc) of the specific area (A) by the Culmann model [23]
(Figure 3a). The Culmann model indicates that the relief of the slope is controlled by the
rock mass strength, and the slope angle (β) has the following relationship with the limit
relief (maximum height) (Hc):

Hc =
4C
γ

sinβcosϕ

[1 − cos(β − ϕ)]
(1)

where c is cohesion, γ is the bulk density, and ϕ is the internal friction angle.
(4) Compare the present relief (H) and the limit relief (Hc) of the specific area to

estimate its state of stability. When the present relief of the bedrock is larger than the limit
relief (Figure 3b), the bedrock is prone to generate rockfalls. Hence, the area whose relief
exceeds its limit relief is identified as the potential rockfall source area.
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(5) Using the procedure from steps (1) to (4), all areas of the slopes over the study area
are searched, and their states of stability are estimated. Eventually, all the potential rockfall
source are identified.
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Different from the availability of rock mass strength tested in the laboratory, the rock
mass strength of bedrocks at the landscape scale is very difficult to test on site because
of the lack of suitable approaches [20,21]. Schmidt and Montgomery [24] proposed an
approach to estimate the rock mass strength parameters (c, ϕ) using the relief and slope
angles of historical rockfalls with the Culmann model. Previous studies have applied the
approach to calculate the parameters of rock mass strength using the relief and slope angles
of historical landsides or rockfall scars in some cases [25–27,31]. In reference to previous
studies, data of the relief and slope angles of 235 historical rockfall scars were first extracted
by ArcGIS. Then, the parameters of the rock mass strength (c, ϕ) at the landscape scale in
our study area were calculated under the precondition that the bedrock relief is controlled
by the rock mass strength.
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3. Results

The geometrical characteristics of historical rockfalls were analyzed to define the
specific area (A) used in the new approach for searching rockfall source areas. Applying
our proposed approach, the rockfall source areas were identified in the study area and
were zoned into three susceptibility classes.

3.1. Geometrical Characteristics of Historical Rockfalls

Before calculating the relief and slope angles of each specific area, a suitable value of
the specific area (A) should be first determined. To define the value of A in this study, the
geometrical characteristics of 235 historical rockfalls were first analyzed by ArcGIS. The
values of the relief and slope angles and the areas of historical rockfalls were measured
separately. According to the statistical results, the relief of historical rockfalls is mainly
distributed between 40 and 130 m, the slope angle is generally larger than 45◦, and the area
of each historical rockfall scar is generally less than 9000 m2. All three groups of data show
Gaussian distribution characteristics (Figure 4). The mean area of historical rockfalls is
5217 m2, which was adopted as the specific area (A) for searching rockfall source areas of
the slopes over the study area.
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3.2. Locations of Identified Rockfall Sources

A clear inverse relationship between the relief and slope angles of 235 historical
rockfalls (Figure 5) enabled us to calculate the rock mass strength at the landscape scale
in this study. According to previous studies [25–27,31], the minimum and maximum
parameters of rock mass strength can be estimated using the lower envelope and the upper
envelope of the R–S curves obtained by data of the relief and slope angles of failed slopes.
The upper envelope of the R–S curve (Figure 5) represents the maximum strength of the
rock mass, and the lower envelope represents the minimum.
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Applying the results of 235 historical rockfalls to Equation (1) by the optimization
algorithm (Figure 5), the minimum and maximum rock mass cohesions (c) in the study
area are 28 Pa and 270 kPa, respectively, and both internal friction angles (ϕ) are 23◦. Using
the upper envelope and the mean value of the upper envelope and the lower envelope,
with the lower envelope corresponding to each slope angle, three R–S relationship curves
were built as the threshold to determine if each specific area is stable or unstable (Figure 5).
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The R–S curves could be regarded as three different estimates: the aggressive estimate, the
moderate estimate, and the conservative estimate, corresponding to the upper envelope,
the mean value, and the lower envelope curves, which could be selected by different aims
or rockfall disaster prevention and mitigation strategies.

Based on our approach, to identify the rockfall source area is to identify the area
whose present relief exceeds the limit relief corresponding to its slope angle (Figure 3).
Hence, we calculated the limit relief corresponding to each slope angle (Table 1) using the
three R–S curves presented in Figure 5. Considering the actual slope distribution of the
historical rockfalls (Figure 4b), we mainly focused on the slopes with angles larger than 45◦.
Comparing the present relief and the limit relief in each specific area of the slopes in the
study area, we obtained the rockfall source areas in ArcGIS (Figure 6). More rockfall source
areas are distributed at the lower parts of the slopes whose slope angles are relatively
bigger, which is probably affected by the intense incision of the Yarlung Tsangpo River [32].

Table 1. Limit relief of the specific areas corresponding to the slope angle.

Slope
Angle (◦)

Limit Relief (m) Slope
Angle (◦)

Limit Relief (m) Slope
Angle (◦)

Limit Relief (m)

C-U C-M C-L C-U C-M C-L C-U C-M C-L

46.0 35.5 189.1 342.7 61.0 16.2 86.2 156.2 76.0 9.6 50.9 92.3

47.0 33.2 176.7 320.3 62.0 15.6 82.8 150.0 77.0 9.3 49.4 89.5

48.0 31.2 165.8 300.4 63.0 15.0 79.6 144.2 78.0 9.0 47.9 86.9

49.0 29.3 155.8 282.4 64.0 14.4 76.6 138.8 79.0 8.7 46.5 84.3

50.0 27.6 146.9 266.1 65.0 13.9 73.7 133.6 80.0 8.5 45.2 81.9

51.0 26.1 138.7 251.4 66.0 13.4 71.1 128.8 81.0 8.3 43.9 79.6

52.0 24.7 131.3 238.0 67.0 12.9 68.5 124.2 82.0 8.0 42.7 77.3

53.0 23.4 124.6 225.7 68.0 12.4 66.2 119.9 83.0 7.8 41.5 75.2

54.0 22.2 118.4 214.5 69.0 12.0 63.9 115.8 84.0 7.6 40.3 73.1

55.0 21.2 112.7 204.1 70.0 11.6 61.8 111.9 85.0 7.4 39.2 71.1

56.0 20.2 107.4 194.6 71.0 11.2 59.7 108.2 86.0 7.2 38.2 69.2

57.0 19.3 102.5 185.8 72.0 10.9 57.8 104.7 87.0 7.0 37.2 67.3

58.0 18.4 98.0 177.6 73.0 10.5 55.9 101.4 88.0 6.8 36.2 65.5

59.0 17.6 93.8 170.0 74.0 10.2 54.2 98.2 89.0 6.6 35.2 63.8

60.0 16.9 89.9 162.9 75.0 9.9 52.5 95.2 90.0 6.5 34.3 62.2

Note: for the slope angle, the front part is open interval, and latter part is closed interval. For example, 46 represents the range of (45, 46].
C-U: R–S curve by upper envelope; C-M: R–S curve by mean value; C-L: R–S curve by lower envelope.
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3.3. Zoning Map of Rockfall Susceptibility

In rockfall risk analysis, the rockfall susceptibility assessment is the first step to carry
out [16,28,33]. The rockfall susceptibility map helps to highlight the spatial distribution of
potentially unstable slopes [34], which is usually zoned into different susceptibility classes,
e.g., high, medium, and low susceptibility, to represent different rockfall susceptible degrees
of slopes. Based on the sketch in Figure 3, if H > Hc, the area A on the slope is unstable,
which means it is prone to rockfall in the future. The larger H is than Hc, the higher the
possibility of rockfall in area A, and hence the higher rockfall susceptibility of area A. To
provide a reference for the susceptibility study following the identification of the rockfall
source areas by our approach, the rockfall source areas were zoned into three susceptibility
classes, high (I), medium (II), and low susceptibility (III) areas, using the upper envelope,
the mean envelope, and the lower envelope in Figure 5. In this way, the regional rockfall
susceptibility maps were produced in the study area (Figure 6).

The slope angle and the elevation of all the susceptibility classes were analyzed,
and their frequency distributions were obtained. According to the results (Figure 7), the
rockfall source areas with different susceptibility classes have different ranges of slope
angle. The rockfall source areas within the high susceptibility class are mainly distributed
on the slopes with the angles of 60–66◦, those of medium susceptibility are distributed
on the slopes with the angles of 54–61◦, and those of low susceptibility are distributed
on the slopes with the angles of 46–55◦. However, based on the distribution statistics of
elevation in Figure 7, no obvious relationship between elevation and susceptibility classes
was observed in this study.
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4. Discussion

It is important to validate the prediction results in prediction modeling [35]. Hence,
the validation of our proposed new approach is discussed here. The uncertainty in our
new approach is mainly derived from the process of calculating the rock mass strength
parameters, defining the specific area (A) used for searching the rockfall source areas, and
the resolution of the DEM.

4.1. Validation

Proper validation should be based on the comparison between the prediction re-
sults and the actual characteristics affected by future rockfalls [16,35]. The selection of
approaches depends on the characteristics of dataset. In this study, the space partition to
separate our rockfall inventory into two groups was chosen since information was lacking
related to the time of the 235 historical rockfalls (Figure 8). To validate the prediction result,
the rockfall inventory was partitioned into two groups. One group was used for prediction
(Figure 1a) and the other was used for validation (Figure 1b).
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The first group with 118 historical rockfalls (Figure 1a) was adopted to calculate the
rock mass strength and build the R–S relationship curve. According to the fitting result of
the selected 118 rockfall sources, the minimum and maximum rock mass cohesions (c) are
28 and 230 kPa, respectively, and both internal friction angles (ϕ) are 22◦. To present a
common case of application, we used the mean value of the upper envelope and the lower
envelope to build the R–S relationship curve in this paper. Based on the procedure of
our approach (Figure 3), the rockfall source areas were obtained. The second group with
117 historical rockfalls (Figure 1b) was used to validate the prediction result (Figure 8). The
validation result demonstrated that 117 historical rockfalls occupy 71.92% of the rockfall
source areas in the validation area predicted by our new approach, which proves to be a
good prediction.

Besides, the prediction result was validated with field work. Most of the rockfall
source areas identified by our approach are distributed on slopes with high relief and steep
terrain. This is consistent with the observation of rockfall distribution on the maps of DEM
and hillshade (Figure 8). Most of the historical rockfall deposits are distributed at the foot
of the slopes with identified rockfall source areas, proving that the identified rockfall source
areas are distributed rockfalls that occurred in the past, and that unstable slopes are prone
to rockfall in the future [19].

4.2. Uncertainty Analysis

An accurate calculation of rock mass strength parameters is the fundamental work in
our new proposed approach. For example, for a slope with a specific relief (H) and slope
angle (β), the bigger the rock mass strength estimated, the higher the value of the limit
relief (Hc) calculated by Equation (1), and hence the bigger the difference between Hc and
H. For the stability of the slope, more stable (i.e., the lower rockfall susceptibility) slopes
were predicted. In other words, if the rock mass strength parameters are overestimated,
the slope would be prone to rockfall with an incorrect prediction of low susceptibility.
In our new approach, the more accurate estimated rock mass strength parameters will
greatly improve the accuracy of the R–S relationship curve, and hence the prediction results
of rockfall source areas. However, it is very difficult to quantitatively estimate the rock
mass strength at the landscape. An in situ test is recognized as one of the most reliable
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methods to obtain rock mass strength [10,20], which proves to be very difficult to carry
out in high mountain areas. In this paper, the back analysis for rock mass strength using
historical rockfalls based on the Culmann model is adopted, whose accuracy depends on
the reliability of the identification, the boundary of historical rockfalls, and the uncertainty
in fitting the data.

According to the procedure of our approach and the sketch in Figure 3, the specific
area (A) is also important in affecting the accuracy of the prediction result. For example, if
a smaller area than the real one was defined to search the potential rockfall source areas, a
lower relief (H) than the real value of a potential source area would be obtained. For the
same slope angle and corresponding estimated Hc, the area would mistakenly be regarded
as more stable (Figure 3) than its real stability state. In this paper, the mean area of historical
rockfalls is defined as the specific area (A) for searching the potential rockfall source areas.
The definition of the parameter could be further studied in the future.

The resolution of DEM plays an important role in controlling the accuracy of the
result [5] because it is the basic data in almost every data process of our new approach. The
higher the resolution of the DEM, the higher the accuracy of the values of the relief and
slope angles of historical rockfalls and the potential rockfall source areas. However, it is
not easy to acquire a high-quality DEM in a large study area currently.

5. Conclusions

The main type of rock mass failure in the Wolong area of Tibet is rockfall. Using data
from helicopter-based remote sensing imagery, a DEM with 10 m resolution of the study
area, images from Google Earth, and field work, a rockfall inventory including 235 rockfalls
scars on bedrocks and 109 rockfall deposits was prepared. According to the statistical
results, the relief of historical rockfalls is mainly distributed between 40 and 130 m, the
slope angle is generally larger than 45◦, and the area of each historical rockfall scar is
generally less than 9000 m2. A clear inverse relationship between the relief and slope
angles of historical rockfalls enabled us to calculate the rock mass strength at the landscape
scale base on the Culmann model, obtaining the minimum and maximum rock mass
cohesions (c) in the study area from 28 to 270 kPa, respectively, and the internal friction
angle of 23◦.

Required by the actual needs of identification on high and steep slopes, this paper
proposes a new approach using the relief–slope angle relationship to identify the rockfall
source areas controlled by the rock mass strength on a regional scale. Based on historical
rockfalls and a high-resolution DEM, we obtained the parameters used in our proposed
approach. By applying our approach, the potential rockfall source areas in the study area
were identified and further zoned into three susceptibility classes that could be used as
a reference for the study of regional rockfall susceptibility assessment. According to the
results, rockfall source areas within the high susceptibility class are mainly distributed on
the slopes with the angles of 60–66◦, those of medium susceptibility are distributed on
the slopes with the angles of 54–61◦, and those of low susceptibility are distributed on the
slopes with the angles of 46–55◦.

By the space partition and the field work, our prediction result was validated. Most
of the rockfall source areas (i.e., 71.92%) identified in the validation area are occupied by
actual historical rockfalls, which proves the accurate prediction ability of our approach.
The locations of the rockfall source areas obtained in this paper could provide reference
for actual rockfall disaster prevention and mitigation in the study area. Our proposed
approach could be used to identify the rockfall source areas in the regional areas that
are not accessible. In the paper, the dominant uncertainty is derived from the process of
calculating the rock mass strength parameters, the process of defining the specific area (A)
that is used for searching the rockfall source areas, and the resolution of the DEM. Many
more studies estimating the rock mass strength at the landscape scale and defining the
specific area (A) are necessary in the future.
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